W16-5pR
ARROW PLAQUE
SHA REFERENCES
MdMUTCD SECTION - 2C.47

W16-5pL
ARROW PLAQUE
SHA REFERENCES
MdMUTCD SECTION - 2C.47

W16-6pR
ARROW PLAQUE
SHA REFERENCES
MdMUTCD SECTION - 2C.47

W16-6pL
ARROW PLAQUE
SHA REFERENCES
MdMUTCD SECTION - 2C.47

* FOR ARROWHEAD DIMENSIONS REFER TO STANDARD ARROW DETAILS IN APPENDIX-ARROWS SECTION FROM FHWA'S STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS BOOK-APPENDIX SECTION.

COLORS:
- SYMBOL: BLACK
- BACKGROUND: FLUORESCENT YELLOW (RETROREFLECTIVE)